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The existing legal scenario relating to surrogacy, its arrangements and surrogate 
mothers is not satisfactory; health aspect of the surrogate mother is absolutely 
neglected inspite of the fact that it is only surrogate mother over which this 
commercial surrogacy rests. More rights are required to be construed and 
implemented for channelizing the commercial surrogacy and health of surrogate 
mother. This article argues that it is important to consider implementation of 
legislations to regulate the surrogacy arrangements in India so that right to health and 
welfare of the surrogates are safeguarded. 
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INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND: 

 Union Health Ministry’s Assisted Reproductive Technologies Bill, 2010 is pending 
with the law ministry which is to regulate surrogacy in India. Surrogacy has been 
legalised in the year 2002 by the Supreme Court through the case law of Baby Manji 
Yamada v. Union of India. According to many articles surrogacy is termed as 
outsourcing motherhood as number of childless couples from overseas come to India 
and India is vulnerable to it due it its socio-economic conditions. There are hundreds 
of clinic working in this field throughout the country. Surrogate motherhood has 
raised several ethical, philosophical and social issues and health related issues. In the 
absence of any law to govern surrogacy, the Indian Council of Medical Research has 
framed guidelines (2005) for accreditation, supervision and regulation of ART clinics 
in India. The term surrogate has its origin from a Latin word “SURROGATUS” 
meaning a substitute that is a person appointed to act in place of another. And as per 
the ART bill, 2010 surrogacy has been defined as “An arrangement in which a 
woman agrees to a pregnancy , achieved through assisted reproductive 
technology, in which neither of gametes belongs to her or her husband, with the 
intention of carrying it to a term and handling over the child to the person  or 
persons for whom she is acting as surrogate : and a surrogate mother is a woman 
who agrees to have a embryo generated  from the sperm of a man who is not her 
husband and the oocyte of another woman implanted in her to carry the 
pregnancy to the full term and deliver the child the its biological 
parents”. Section 2(bb) defines “surrogate mother”, as “a woman who is a citizen of 
India and is resident in India, who agrees to have an embryo generated from the sperm 
of a man who is not her husband and the oocyte of another woman, implanted in her 
to carry the pregnancy to viability and deliver the child to the couple / individual that 
had asked for surrogacy”.  

 

Abstract 
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Types of Surrogacy:  

• Gestational Surrogacy 
• Traditional Surrogacy 
• Altruistic Surrogacy 
• Commercial Surrogacy 

 So since then there is continuous increase in the number of surrogacy clinics 
and cases are also increased thereby increasing problems associated with it in the 
absence of appropriate laws. 

STATEMENT OF A PROBLEM:  

Right of reproduction is available to every citizen of India and surrogacy is proved out 
to be a boon for the infertile couples of India and all over the world since 2002 as 
commercial surrogacy has been legalised. Commercial surrogacy has become so 
rampant in India that it has now been nicknamed the “ rent a womb” and surrogate 
mother capital of the world, where high class women ‘hire’ a womb n ‘rent’ to carry 
their child to full termare often violated. Exploitation, extortion and ethical abuses in 
surrogacy trafficking are rampant and surrogate mothers are misused with impunity. 
Surrogacy arrangements are surrounded by various issues. But, out of them the major 
concern is the Right to Health of a Surrogate Motheras this industry is working and is 
booming at the cost of female health. Moreover in the absence of legal provisions and 
continuous ignorance of ICMR guidelines surrogate’s health is least considered by the 
clinic conducting surrogacy, commission parents. It is the need of the hour and major 
issue to discuss the Right to health of the Surrogate especially when Right to health 
has been bestowed as a basic fundamental right of every citizen and has been 
guaranteed by Indian Constitution and is a basic Human Right also. It is also an issue 
to discuss how these rights can be saved. 

OBJECTIVES:  

The objective of this study is  

• To assess the existing Right to health care for Surrogates. 
• To evaluate the laws and existing Indian legislation to protect Right to health 

of surrogates 
• To find out the lacunas in the existing legislation relating to health of 

Surrogates. 
• To suggest the measures by which this issue can be resolved. 

The system of method applied in the present research paper is based on primary 
and secondary resources both. Along with it descriptive, analytical and doctrinal 
method is used. 

RIGHT TO HEALTH AS A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT AND SURROGAC Y: 

 India joined the U.N. at the start on October 30, 1945 and on December 12, 1948 
when the UDHR was proclaimed India was party to it and it has its reflection in 
Indian Constitution. The right to health has been guaranteed under Indian constitution 
in article 21 i.e. Right to live with dignity states that, “No person shall be deprived of 
his life and personal liberty except through the procedure established by law”. 
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Fundamental rights prescribe the duty on the states to ensure justice. Along with it 
various Articles like 39, 38 and 47 under directive principles of state policy also 
enunciates that it is the duty of state to take care of welfare and health of every citizen 
of the country.  So in the cases of surrogacy arrangements also there is a need to 
protect the right to health of surrogates. But, unfortunately in that field not much 
efforts has been taken by the state or the judiciary. 

SURROGACY AS AN EXPLOITATION OF HEALTH OF SURROGATE S: 

In the surrogacy arrangements there is a risk of exploitation of surrogate’s mental, 
physical, psychological health especially in the cases of forced Surrogacy. In it there 
are potential problems like potential reactions to the fertility drugs used which often 
include hot flushes, low mood, head ache and irritability. In many cases more than 
one embryo is implanted into the uterus to improve chances of success, this can result 
in development of twins or triplets thereby leading danger to the life of both surrogate 
mother and the foetus. Other problems like cerebral palsy are also common. In rare 
cases fertility drugs leads to ovarian-hyper stimulation syndrome and its symptoms 
include vomiting, shortness of breath. In some cases cyst may also develop on the 
ovaries and fluid gathering is also there. Sometimes the results are more stressful, 
serious and dangerous. As according to an article by John Medew told a story of Sam 
Everingham who employed an Indian surrogate to carry a child for him in 2009, he 
never imagined losing two baby boys in a Delhi hospital - nor terminating multiple 
pregnancies in women he did not know. This was his experience after spending four 
years navigating India’s unregulated Surrogacy system. Mr Everingham said after he 
and his partner first created embryos with his sperm and a donor's eggs in 2009, their 
Indian surrogate fell pregnant with twins. When she gave birth prematurely at 26 
weeks, he received a phone call to say one of the twins was stillborn. The other had 
been transferred to a specialist intensive care hospital in Delhi. After travelling there 
to meet their seriously ill son, Ben, the couple spent several weeks nursing him until 
his death at about seven weeks. Their second attempt led to more trauma. After a 
doctor transferred multiple embryos to two separate surrogates, the couple were faced 
with news of more viable foetuses than they could cope with. Mr Everingham said 
although this forced them to make incredibly difficult decisions about ''reduction'', the 
two surrogates went on to deliver one healthy girl each in 2011 - Ruby and Zoe, now 
21 months old. While Mr Everingham and his partner waited for DNA testing to 
prove paternity for Australian citizenshipWhile the couple now have two healthy 
daughters, Ruby and Zoe. Similar problem due to multiple implants is mix-ups where 
it is difficult to decide that babies born to surrogates were someone else's or the 
surrogate's own. 

 General Risks: During the period of nine months a female goes through many 
changes bodily and mentally both but she readily accepts all those with a satisfaction 
that she is going to bring her baby in this world. But doing all this for money and 
some other parents is quite a different issue and she has to go through a lot of mental 
trauma and emotional stress because while carrying a baby for nine months definitely 
creates a bond b/w baby and the mother. So the pain and fear of parting with the baby 
affects her mental health i.e. also called as post-natal depression. 

There are more risks involved in the cases of forced Surrogacy. As in these cases with 
a point of view of earning more money more manipulations are there. Due to which 
family members forces the females to act as surrogate. And in cases where females 
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has no option because of poverty and has to act as surrogate to earn the fast money 
and to fulfil the needs of the family in that cases there is more exploitation. Because 
there are more number of unrecognised surrogacy clinics are working in India. They 
need to make maximum profit and for it they exploit surrogates to the maximum. 
Similar is the case when a women underwent number of deliveries that will also 
definitely deteriorate her health and especially when racketeering and involvement of 
unmarried girls is there ignoring the laws that has been made in this regard. . One 
such case was shown on television on Life Ok channel in serial ‘Savdhan India-India 
Fights back’ on 30 January 2013 depicting a clinic in Gujarat which was running 
surrogacy clinic ignoring all legal norms and here forced surrogacy was going on.        
Another point to be noted here is that dignity of a human being is disgraced when a 
woman hires out a human body function for remuneration. Even though she is paid 
for it but to what far it is justified. It is a clear example of misuse of reproductive 
organs of Indian surrogates because they are more vulnerable to it due to various 
socio-economic conditions. And major reason is unawareness and illiteracy. 

Except it there are several unforeseen complications related to health on which not 
much law is there like what is the remedy if the health of the surrogate deteriorates 
during the pregnancy period if the child is to be aborted to save the life of surrogate. 
for such cases the concept of insurance of surrogate mother by the commission 
parents is there. But, here it should be noted that does an insurance cover can provide 
security to the living children of the deceased surrogate mother or can money 
compensate the life of a surrogate. What is the future of her motherless child? These 
all things are to be considered at the earliest. 

LACUNAE IN ART BILL, 2010: 

The ART bill has been made in the year 2010 which is still pending before law 
ministry. But this bill has certain flaws as it is lagging certain health related issues 
with respect to surrogates. Flaws are as follows: 

• This ART bill has favoured commissioning parent rights over rights of 
surrogate mother 

• The extent of remuneration is not clearly indicated to be paid.  

• Compensation is not stated in case of miscarriage and other complications 

• ART Bill makes it clear that a woman can contract her womb for surrogacy for 
five live births, in contrast to thrice in earlier draft. But, it should be noted that 
it does not address the number of assisted reproductive cycles a woman can 
experience that is an important issue related to health of a surrogate. 

• Most of the surrogates hails from poor background they are hardly aware 
about legal rights. So there is a need to equip surrogates with regard to it. 

• All the bargaining powers under the Act has been given to commissioning 
parents ignoring the fact that actually surrogate mother is the centre of all this. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS:  

After going through the whole concept of assessment of Indian legal scenario with 
respect to surrogacy from the perspective of health of surrogate mother, it is clear 
that surrogate mother has not given enough importance neither by the legislators 
nor by the medical experts. She is the one on which whole of the rent on womb 
industry rests. Everyone knows that necessity is the mother of invention and 
surrogacy is answer to problems of the infertile couples. It is providing 
motherhood to those females who cannot conceive so it is important to keep in 
mind the interests and welfare of the surrogate mother else the day is not far when 
this industry will turn into a dirty business totally exploiting the health of the 
females. There is immediate need to amend the current bill by filling the grey 
areas means should involve stringent provisions to take care of the right to health 
of surrogate mother. Not only this, it is also required that this bill be converted 
into act as soon as possible with the necessary amendments like It is a well known 
fact that most of the surrogates who agree to be one are from poor backgrounds 
and money is their main concern in choosing to be one. Thus, it could also be that 
they have been pushed into it by their husbands their lack of education and 
consideration of the fact that they come from economically disadvantaged 
backgrounds, their bargaining power can also tilt towards the unfavourable. Since 
the onus of deciding on the amount of compensation is completely on the 
surrogate mother, there could be a lot of discrepancy in such payments. Also, the 
fact that another woman would easily agree to be a replacement, since they are all 
enrolled with the ART Bank, would create a competitive environment and lead to 
the desperate candidate agreeing to be a surrogate on a lower amount. The power 
to open the surrogacy clinics should remain in the hands of government instead of 
private clinics. Thus, the question of the bargaining power of that human focus of 
the Bill, the surrogate mother, which had in fact been the reason for the rolling of 
the wheels of the legislative process towards its much needed protection is gravely 
overlooked or rather undermined. The bargaining power is further weakened by 
giving the ART Banks the power to maintain and allocate “surrogate duties”, 
placing them under their direct control. The better alternative rather could have 
been to put them under the control of the government or an autonomous 
government agency. More reporting and transparency is required in surrogacy 
cases. Along with it, it is the need of the hour to more strictly implement the laws 
and policies. Right to health is the basic right of every individual. More so 
according to the Directive Principle of the State Policy under Indian constitution, 
it is the duty of state to protect the interests and health of the surrogates. It is duty 
of all to use this technology in a good manner so that it will prove out to be a boon 
instead of bane for the society. 
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